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6ernTOeB X.M. E2-99-81 
0 HeKOTOphIX OTm1q1ITeJihHhIX qeprnx cna6hIX B3alIMO,L{eHCTBIIH 

TIOKaJaHO, qTO B CTaH.L{apTHOH TeOplIII cna6oro B3alIMO.L{eHCTBIDI, B OTJIIIqlie 
OT 3JieKTpoMarHIITHOro II CIIJihHOro B3alIMO,L{eHCTBIIH, coxpaIDIJOIU1Ieca a,L{,L{IITIIB
Hhie q1IcJia (TaKIIe KaK JienTOHHhie, apoMaT1IqecK1Ie II np.) II Ys-aHOMaJIIIII He no-
5.IBJI5.IIOTCa. '.3To O3HaqaeT, qTo B .L{aHH{)M B3alIMO,L{eHCTBIIII 3TII a,L{,L{IITIIBHhie qlICJia 
Moiyr He coxpaIDIThca. '.3rn pe3yJILTaThI aBJiaJOTca cne.L{CTBIIeM cneumlmqecKoro 
xapaKTepa cna6oro B3alIMO.L{eHCTBII5.I: JieBhle KOMilOHeHThI CillIHOpOB He nplIHIIMa
lOT yqacrna B 3TOM B3alIMO,L{eHCTBIIII. Tip1IBO,L{IITC5.I CXeMa HapyrneHIIa apoMaTIIqe
CKHX II JieilTOHHhIX qllCCJI. 

Pa6orn BhmonHeHa B na6oparnpHH q>ll31IKII qacrnu OIUIH. 

Coo6me1me 06.e)lHHeHIIOfO HHCTHTyra ll)lepHblX HCCJle)lOBaHHii. Jly6Ha, I 999 

Beshtoev Kh.M. E2-99-81 
About Some Distinguishing Features of Weak Interactions 

It is shown that, in contrast to strong and electromagnetic theories, additive 
conserved numbers (such as lepton, aromatic and another numbers) and y5 anom
aly do not appear in the standard weak interaction theory. It means that in this in
teraction the additive numbers cannot be conserved. These results are the conse
quence of specific character of the weak interaction: the right components 
of spinors do not participate in this interaction. The schemes of violation 
of the aromatic and lepton numbers were considered. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR. 
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1. Introduction . 

Strong and electromagnetic interactions theories are left-right sys

temic theories (i.e. all components of the spinors participate in these 

interactions symmetrically). In contrast to this only the left compo

nents of fermions participate in the weak interaction:. This work is 

dedicated to· some consequences deduced from this. specific feature of 

the weak interaction. 

2. Distinguishing Features of Weak Interactions 

As it is well known from the Neuter theorem [1], conserving currents 

appear at global 'and local abelian and nonabelian gauge transforma

tions. 

These values are: 

electromagnetic current-jµ 

jµ = e'117µw, 

where e is an electrical charge; 

the current of strong interactions-jaµ 

jaµ = q\l1Ta7µW' 

{1) 

(2) 

where q is charge of a strong interactions, Ta is SU(3) matrix, a is 

color; 

electrical charge Q 

baryon numbers B 

B = fe'11BWBd3x; 

the lepton numbers li(i = e,µ,r) 

l; = jt'111; '»11d
3x; 

aromatic numbers and etc. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



In the vector ( electromagnetic and strong interactions) theories all 

components of spinors ('1.i L, '1i n) participate in interactions. In contrast 

to the strong and electromagnetic theories, the right components of the 

spinors. ('11 R, '1i n) do not partidpate in the weak interaction, i. e. this 

interaction does not refer to the chiral theory (in the .chiral theory the 

left and right components of fermions participate in the interaction 

in the indep~ndent manner). Such character of the weak interaction 

leads to certain consequences: impossibility to generate fermion masses 

[2] and to the problem of jointing this interaction to the strong and 
electromagnetic interactions [3). 

Let us consider another consequences of this specific feature of the 
weak interaction. 

The_ local conserving current jµi of the weak interaction has the 
following form: 

jµi = '1f LTi-yµWL, 

where '1T L, '1i L are lepton or quark doublets 

(:.L 
(:L i = l - 3. 

(6) 

The currents Sf obtained from the global abelian transformation is 

sr = i('11;oµ'1ii), (7) 

(where i characterizes the type of the gauge transformation) and the 

corresponding conserving current ( the forth component of Sf) is 

Ii= j Sfd3x = j E.11'i'1iid3x, (8) 

where€ is the energy of fermion '1.ii. 
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If 110w we take into account that in the right components of fermions 

'11iR, '1.iiR do not participate in the w~ak interaction, then from (8) we 

get 

Ji= €WiLWiLd x = 0, J - - 3 - (9) 

i.e. (in contrast to the strong and electromagnetic interactions) no 

conserving additive numbers appear in the weak interaction. 

It ·is clear that the lepton and aromatic numbers appear outside 

the weak interaction and it is obvious that the int'eraction, where these 

numbers appear, must be a left-right symmetric one. 

It is also clear that, since in the weak interaction no conserving 

additive numbers appear, then the additive (aromatic, lepton and etc.) 

numbers can be violated in the weak interaction . Thus, the violation 

scheme of aromatic numbers, as well known, is Cabibbo-Kobayashi

Maskawa matrices [4, 5] 

, ( Vud Vus 

V = \l;;d Vcs 
Ytd Yts 

Vub ·) 
\l;;b ' 
Ytb 

(10) 

where u, d, s, c, b, t are quarks. 

The analogous scheme can be us~d to' discribe of the violation of 

the lepton numbers [5] 

( 

X~e Xeµ 

V = Xµe XI!µ 

XT~ XTµ 

where e, µ, T are leptons. 

XeT) 
XµT ' 
XTT 

(11) 

It is necessary to stress that, probably, in the weak interaction there 

is no conserving baryon number B, third projection the weak isospin 
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(13), and etc. ( see Eqs (7),(9)), but it le<l.ds,to any consequences since 

the local electric, strong ~d weak currents are conserved. 

All the above considered violations of these numbers in the weak 

interaction are the direct violations. 

Now, we consider the problem: Can the ,s anomaly appear in the 
' . . . - ' 

weak interaction? 

For this purpose we, at first, use the function;µ-integral measure 

method for the vector theory, considered by K. Fujikawa [6], and then 

use this method for the weak interaction. 

~t the ,s transformations 

W ( x )' -'+ exp( ia( x hs) W 

'1J(x)'-+ exp(ia(x),5)'11, 

we get the following increment to lagrangian C, 

C,-+ C, - aµa(x)'11 1µ15'11- 2mia(x)\Jl,s'11, 

where ' ;. ,,/~ ! , ~2 . ' \ -

C, = '11(i.D- ~)'11 + (~ )trFµv Fµv 

and a(x) is infinitesimal parameter. 

(12) 

(13) 

Functional- integral measure is defined by the following equation: 

dµ = JlDAµ(x)D\Jl(x)DW(x) (14) 
;,: 

Under infinitesimal transformations this measure does not remain in

variant and we get (see Appendix and work [6]) 

dµ'-+ dµexp,[i fa(x)(
8

~2 )tr*FPvFµvdx], (15) 

where • pµv = E"pµv Fup• 
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According to the requirement of the measure invariance at this 

infinitesimal transformation, we obtain 
. ·1 

8µ(\Jl1P,s'1f) = 2mi'111sW - i
8

7r
2

E"pµv FupFµv (16) 

The second term of the right part of (16) is the , 5 anomaly term. 

In the case of the weak interaction WR = \JI R = 0 and 

'11-+ Wi, W-+ WL, (17) 

then the functional-integral measure is zero 

dµ = 0, (18) 

and the ,s anomaly term. of the right part of Eq. (16) is also zero. 

So, we see that in the. weak interaction the , 5 anomaly does not 

appear and the equation type of Eq.(16) for the weak interaction has 

the following form: 

8µ('11L,µ15WL) = 0. (19) 

3. Conclusion 

In this work it was shown that, in contrast to strong and electro

magnetic theories, additive conserved numbers (such as lepton, aro

matic and another numbers) and 15 anomaly do not appear in the 

standard weak interaction theory. It means that in this interaction the 

additive numbers cannot be conserved. These results are the conse

quence of specific character of the weak interaction: the right compo

nents of spinors do not participate in this interaction. The schemes of 

violation of the aromatic and lepton numbers were considered. 

Appendix 

Under the chiral transformation (12) 

w(x)'-+ exp(ia(xhs)W 
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th~ c~eflicient · an of the following expansions: 

\Jl(x) = Ln an<Pn 

'\Jl(x) = Ln </J!bn 

dµ = TI[DAµ(x)] TI dbmdan, 
, z m,n · 

(a.l) 

(where D</J(x) = An<Pn, J <P!(x)<Pm(x)d4x = 8n,m and an, b;;. are the 

elements of the Grassman algebra) 

are transformed as 

Then 

where 

a'n = 'E] </J!exp(ia(x)'Ys)<Pmdxam = "r,cnmam. 
m ,n 

TI da'n =,(detCk,i)-1 IT dan 
n n 

(detCk,1)-1 = det(8k,1+ i j a (x)ef>t(xhs<P1(x)dx)-
1 = 

= exp(-i j a(x) L <!>t (x),s<Pk(x)dx). · 
k . 

(a.2) 

(a.3) 

The summation in the t!Xponent of ,(12) is a bad-defined quantity 

and evafo.ating it by introduction a cutoff M (I >.,. I~ M) we have 

Lk</>t (x)'Ys<Pk(x) = limM--+oo Lk <Pt,sexp [- ·(j} )
2

] <Pk(x) = 

= limM--+oo,y~z tr,5exp [- (Z)2]8(x - y) = . · 
- }" f dz t [ (DµD + 1 [ µ v]F )/M2j ik(z-y) _ - ImM--+oo,y--+z (2:ir)4 r,5exp -;-- µ 4 'Y , 'Y µv 

2 
• e -

-1· 1 t ([ µ V] r;, )2 1 J dk (-fu) - ImM--+oo 16 r,s 'Y ''Y .r JlV 2M4 2,?fexp M • 

(a.4) 

After the integration one abtains 

1 f cl>t(x)'Ys<Pk(x) = -
16

7r2 tr*FµvFµv (a.5) 
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The same result one obtain at bt transformation. and as a result one 

gets eq. (15), i.e. 

dµ' = dµe(i f o(z)(~ )" Fl-'" Fµ,). 

It is clear that in the case of the weak iiiteractions, since <Pkk(x) = 
<PRk = 0 we have 
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